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Resources (ia)
2 Peter 1:3-4

In Relation To The World
• If we are to protect the truth we must remember:

•The world will seek to subvert the ways and means of God in the application of his 
truth in our lives

•Embracing the world:
•Leads to corruption of God’s truth and ways
•Leads to enslavement to the world and its ways

God Grants Everything We Need
•Captured by two key phrases:

•“…Has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness,…”
•“Through the true knowledge of him…”
•These two phrases underscore 

•The ‘what’ God gives to us
•The ‘how’ or ‘means’ by which the resources God gives to us are realized

God Grants Everything We Need
•You have what you need to faithfully walk before him and protect the truth

•Through ‘his divine power’
•God is not limited by our own limitations

•Our finiteness does not hinder his working in us
•God’s purposes will never fail

•His sovereign will, is accomplished
•He shares with us the means of that victory through his divine power

God Grants Everything We Need
•God is able to do all his holy will

•This includes 
•Granting to us everything pertaining to life and godliness

•Everything means everything
•The nature of these resources: they are

•Extensive
•Comprehensive
• Intensive

God Grants Everything We Need
•The nature of these resources

•They are extensive
•Every conceivable situation of life that we may encounter is included
•Every facet of life is included
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Every facet of life is included
•Every kind of problem of living
•Every facet of falsehood that may present itself to us to undermine truth
•There is no extent to which God’s resources fail

God Grants Everything We Need
•The nature of these resources

•They are comprehensive
•Able to deal with every single detail of every single ‘problem and / or sin’ that may 
come our way

•Able to deal with every single detail of every single falsehood that may come our 
way
•To the degree that one knows the truth to that degree one can recognize 
falsehood

•Able to put every action, attitude, belief, word, and claim in its proper context

God Grants Everything We Need
•The nature of these resources

•They are intensive
•God is able to anticipate every kind of situation that we may face

•He is able to resource us to the very depths of a given situation or problem or 
difficulty

•God is able to get to the ‘heart of the matter’
•He is able to both plumb the depths of the human heart and discern the 
motivations

•God is able to keep the truth under your feet

How About You?
•What is your life like right now?

•What concerns do you have?
•What are you facing whether great or small?
•What makes you anxious or worried or bothered in life?
•Where is your focus?
•Does Jesus really have anything to do with my life now?
•To what or to whom do you turn?

Final Thoughts
•Protecting the truth means

•Being sure of your grounding
•Embracing the right path (vv. 1-2)

•Same faith
•Way of grace, peace and growth in knowledge
•Deity of Christ

•Enlisting the proper resources (vv. 3-4)
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Enlisting the proper resources (vv. 3-4)
•God grants everything you need by his divine power
•Extensive, comprehensive, intensive


